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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN GEL PERMEATION CHROMATOGRAPHY: 

HIGH SPEED AND HIGH RESOLUTION 

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE 
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High resolution, I$$ speed and heavy load are each attainable by gel perme- 
ation chronlatography each at the espense of the other two. However, by use of ap- 
propriate coxnpromises any two may be increased witliout significant loss. For 
esample, flow rate and load may be increased to gain throughput by recycling to in- 
crease column length. Further flow rate and column lengtll or f-low rate and tempera- 
ture may lxz increased to increase speed. However, when higllest resolution is desired, 
load, ilow rate, and temperature must all he optiniizecl. .* 

.__-_--_.-. ---- ____.. _--_.--~ ..__- -._. ._.-.- .____ -___- ..__.. _.._ _._-_________._____. .__ ___ 

‘I’lle cl~romatog~npl~er is confrontecl Lvitll a choice between three interdependeilt 
factors, i.e., resolution, speed and load, wl~icll can be represented by an equilateral 
triangle with one factor at each apes l. In tllis triangular sJ*steiii an increase in one 
factor is gained at the espense of tllc otlw t\w. It is tllc purpose of tllis presentation 
to sunmiarixe recent development in gel permeation cliron7atogrnl~l~~~ (GPC) in terms 
of this interdependence and to denlonstrate sonle useful compromises. 

During the past t\vo >*ears several nlajc)I ;LCCorlll~lisllments have occurred in gel 
pernieation cl~ron7utn~r~~I)ll~- \\*llicll Iiave resulted in ne\v clevelopnlents in teclinicIues 
and equipnlent. Increased unclcrstancling of cllromntogrn~~l~ic- principles led to in- 
creasccl speecl tlirougll increasccl f-lo\\* rates and incwwxl temperature. Siniulta- 
ncousl~*, clevelqm~cnts in instrument tc!cllnolcqq* Iccl to incwnsecl resolution at in- 
creased load througl1 tile use of rec?*clc. 

Iiirst consideration is given to xwlution sinw G IX is pt’iniuril~~ a separation 
l”oc”ss* Numerous \vorl;ers Ilaw cmitril~utccl tc) tllc xl\xnces which led to ]lig]l- 
resolution Gl’C. 1~nrticula.r attention is gi\xz7 to tlie \\*ork of C01T1>1311; ANI3 H’w-JZ~, ~110 

clearly sllowecl tile value of both increasccl. r.*xpwit~* ratio (ICI *,q/l’vo) and optilnized 
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28 I<. J. BOMBAUGH 

solvent velocity in obtaining high resolution. The high capacity ratio was obtained 
by use of highly swollen, lightly cross-linked gels. The benefit of increasing capacity 
ratio (I<‘) through increased pore volume is discernible in the expanded resolution 
equations, which describes resolution in terms of selectivity, capacity and efficiency, 

(1) 

where N = 16{(Ve - V,) /IV}" represents the number of effective plates, gz the number 
of theoretical plates, K the distribution coefficient, Ii’ = KV,/I/, the capacity ratio, 
and Iy the peak width. 

Plate number 1z, widely used to evaluate the resolving power of a GPC column, 
can be misleading since resolution is related to the number of effective plates, N, where 
correction is made for column void volume. Since K,/K, is related to molecular size, 
the selectivity term is generally fixed in GPC. The capacity term, however, must be 
considered when choosing a GPC column packing since the phase ratios (V,/V,,) of 
commercial gels range from 0.5 to 2. (A column packed with a V,/V, = 0.5 gel would 
require four times the plate number, i.e. four times the length, to provide equal 
resolution equal to a column with Vs/t/, = I.) 

While highly swollen gels offer the advantage of high phase ratio they are sub- 
ject to compaction when exposed to high solvent velocities. This is particularly true 
with macroporous gels. Consequently rigid gels 6*-7 have found virtually universal 
acceptance in instrumented GPC. The phase ratios of most commonly used rigid gels 
range between 0.8 and 1.2, with a nominal value of I. 

With the capacity term of the resolution equation limited by the phase ratio 
of rigid gels to values between I and 2 increased resolution must be attained by an in- 
crease in the number of effective plates of the column, N (cf. ref. S), which is accom- 
plished by increasing column length 8. Increased column length is accompanied by a 
proportional increase in both pressure drop and cost. 

An alternative to long columns as a means of increasing N is to recycle the 
solute through the columns 0~10. The approach is particularly reasonable in GPC 
since K values do not exceed unity and maximum elution volume is fixed by the 
volume of the columns in the systems. Late peaks common to sorption chromato- 
graphy need not be considered. 

Peak width in. recycle chronzntogra~lt_y 

Peak width (W) of a single species in recycle chromatography relates to cycle 
number (II) by the relationship 

Since I/.” = ~‘l/, and Ly = vL, peak width of the v-th cycle is 

w,. = Wodv. 

(2) 

For W, to be valid it must include the contribution to spreading of the entire system, 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN GEL PERMEATION CHROMATOGRAPHY 29 

i.e. postdetector and pump. When injection is by means of a valve after the pump 
d kv/cycle must be determined and W,-, obtained by extrapolation. 

The distance between peaks in recycle chromatography increases as a function 
of the number of cycles. Resolution with recycle is therefore described by the ex- 
pression 

Y Trz -_yT/l v(T/2- Vl) 44~2 - Vl) R,,= _-_ = _--_ = _-_-_ = 
IV,, FVO l/v lV(-J 

dvRo. (3) 

Actual distribution of a polyclispersed solute at masimum resolution may be definedI 

bY ecln* 4 

(Tvy/v)2 = wc”/v + TV82 (4) 

where WI, is the total width of a distribution, ?Jrc = width due to random dispersion, 
and ‘W, = width due to separation, A plot of (Wy/y)2 VerszCs I/~J yields a straight line 
which, when estrapolated to I/.Y = o, defines W,2 at infinite cycles. By this technique 
WATERS~~ extrapolated a I&cycle separation of a narrow fraction polystyrene with a 
molecular weight of 173000 to D = 1.00~5. 

THE PRACTICE OF RIXYCLE CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Recycle chromatography, first considered in gas chromatographyl2, was intro- 
duced in gel filtration by PORATH A%D BENNICH].” using a peristaltic pump at low 
pressure and low velocity. In our worl;10 a small volume reciprocating pump (Milton 
Roy) used in commercially available GPC equipment was shown to be capable of 
recycle operation with kinimal band spreading 10v14. In our original work the outlet 
to the detector was connected to the suction of the pump with a nlinimum amount 
of small-diameter tubing. During recycle the inlet from the solvent tank was left 

- 

-PI 
CARRIER 
SOLVENT 

Fig. I 4 Schematic diagrwn of recycle opcrstion. Mcthocl of opcmtion: (a) Rccyclc to collect sc- 
qucnce (Vz in rccyclc position). (I) Turn pump and recorder off. (2) Flush with approximntely 
I 5 ml of solvent by opening and closing V r . (3) Turn V2 to “collect” position. (4) Turn pump and 
recorder on. (b) Collect to recycle sequence (V2 in collect position). (I) Turn pump and rccordcr 
off. (2) Turn V2 to “rccyclc” position. (3) Flush as ” recycle to collect” scqucnce. (4) Turn pump 
and recorder on. * 
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30 I<. J. ROMBAUGH 

open to prevent cavitation. The system was changed from recycle to collect modes 
by means of needle valve. 

For simplified operation a system was designed around a G-port valve as shown 
in Fig. I. The valve was designed into a Waters Associates GPC/ALC Model 301 
using minimal lengths of small-diameter transport tubing. The system operates at 
flow rates up to 3 ml/min and pressures up to x000 p.s.i. 

TO : 

FRACTIONATINO I 

------ 7 j 
TO WASTE 1 

‘---‘aOPTIONAL L---l 
ACCESSORY 

The method of operation sl~~wn in the caption is vital to successful use 01 
recycle since it includes a procedure to draw off the sides of the distribution to prevent 
peak overlapl&’ and also provides a Inethocl of flushing the solvent inlet Tee to prevent 
spurious peaks caused by reinjection of any solute wllich may have migratcxl intc 
the inlet line during req~cle operation. Tile recycle s\.stern sllown is usable with col- 
unlns ranging bet\\:een 0.303 in. and I in. in 1.11. 

A large-scale preparative apparatus, the “Chroniatc-,-Prel,“, slio~vn scllen-iatic- 
ally in Fig. 2, ~vas clevelo;>ed to fractionate, in the recycle mode, gram quantitieb; 01 
material using colunins ~111 to 2.24 in. I.D. l>y 4 ft. in length. The “CI1rol~lato-Prep” 
is equipped \\*itli a constant displacement piston-type pump operable to 10m p.s.i, 
at Ilow rates het\veen x0 and 100 nil/min. Sample is injected tllrough the pump 111 
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IGg. 3. High-resolution CPC separation of surfactants (noi~~l~~hciiol-ctil~lcnc osiclc adducts). 
~\nalyticnl/op~ratii~~ conclitioiis : columns, 100 ft. x .3/S in. O.D. 500 h gel; Ilow rate, 0.4 tnl/min. 
I-hc 11un1lxxs 2 through 14 rcprescnt ii~olcs of ctliylcnc osirlc pc’r ~i~olcculc of ~ioiiylplicnol. 
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pressures up to 1500 ps.i. Nominal pressure drop for 2.24 in. columns, packed with 
Styragel is 200 p.s.i. for toluene at a flow rate of 100 mljmin at room temperature. 
Provision is made for both refractive index and UV detector. The refractive index 
detector is equipped with a 28” cell to provide an increase in linear range at heavy 
sample load. A detector is essential to recycle operation since the operator must see 
when resolution is adequate to collect fractions or when peak sides must be drawn 
off to prevent overlap. 

EVALUATION OF RECYCLE OPERATION 

Recycle operation may be compared with single-pass chromatography by use 
of Figs. 3 and 4. The Triton X-45 resolved by a r6o-ft. column on a single pass was 
also resolved by a column 15 ft. in length after six cycles. Peaks I, 2, and 3, removed 
after the fifth cycle to prevent overlap, were collected as individual fractions. Peak 3 
evaluated separately shows only minor contamination by peak 4. To resolve oligorners 
it is desirable to provide enough system capacity to obtain the desired resolution 
before peak overlap occurs. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. At the high flow rate six 
cycles were completed in 4 h, but peak overlap resulted before discrete peaks were 
observed. At the lower flow rate individual peaks are resolved after the second cycle 

.and four cycles (19 11) are completed before overlap occurs. By increasing column 
length from 20 to 32 ft. and operating at an intexmecliate flow rate discrete peaks 
were resolved before overlap occurredrd. 

Load vemacs resoZa~tio92 

The deleterious effect of increased load on resolution is evident from Tables I 
and II (cf. ref. 14). Also evident is the effect of increased column capacity gained 
by recycle; Fig. 6 shows chromatograms of a 3.5-g load after three cycles. 

(a) 

Fig. 5. Effect of flow rate on capacity rcquircmcnt. Sample, Triton S-100; concentration, 50 ‘;C, ; 
injection volumes, (a) 50 /.cl and (b) 70 pl; solvent, THF; flow rcZtes, (a) 3.1 ml/min ancl (b) 0.5 
ml/ruin ; columns, Styragel 100 A (S ft.) and GO A (12 ft.). 
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TAI3LE I 

I<ISSOLUTION AT VARIOUS SAMPLE LOADS USING CONSTANT VOLUME (100 ITll) 

_--_ _- 

Sa.rrr#le load Concenlratio~rz Resolutiort 
(6) (m6?W) 

Cycle I CycCc 2 Cycle 3 
-- 

1.0 IO I .oG 1.3~ 1.47 
2.0 20 O-59 1.13 I .29 
3.5 35 0.34 0.77 1.14 
5.0 50 0.25 0.54 0.92 

TARLI’: II 

RESOLUTION AT VARIOUS SAMPLE LOADS USING CONSTANT CONCENTRATION (10 lllg/ITll) 

Sam+ load Volrone Resohtion 
(6) (d) - -- 

cycza I Cycle 2 Cycle 3 
- _- 

I.0 100 1.06 1.31 I.47 

2.2 220 0.70 1.20 =*34 
3.5 350 OS39 0.91 1.14 

CYCLE no. I 
CYCLE NO. S CYCLE NO.2 Rm 0.39 

I?* 1.14 R-O.91 

I 1 I 1 I I 1 I 
4aa 400 SM) 500 260 200 I30 loo 

TIME IN MINUTES 

Fig. 6. Effect of recycle on resolution at hcnvy loacl. Sample, polystyrene rnisture 51 I< + 10.3 I< 

(I-x); load, 3,s fi; concentration, 10 tng/ml; injection volume, 350 ml; solvent, toluene; flow 

rate, 14.4 nil/lnin; column, 2.5 x x04 A Styragcl (.+ ft.). 

Resolution is greatest at the low molecular weight (high I<‘) end of the distribu- 
tion. When a heavy load is applied to the column with recycle, the resolved end may 
be drawn off first, thereby increasing column efficiency for the more difficult end of 
the distribution. In this way column length is programmed according to the need of 
the problem and throughput is optimized. 

Flow rate versus resohttion at high sfieed 
In GPC as in other forms of liquid chromatography retention time tr may be 

described by equation 

(5) 
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In GPC as discussed earlier I<, A?, and v8 are limited. Increased speed demands 
an increase in flow rate I;. Increased flow rate increases peak widths ( W). The re- 
lationship between I; and W is best described in terms of solvent velocity (U) and 
plate height (H) by the empirical expressionf5: 

H = nU’L 

At velocities up to 2 cm/set 32, values were found to be 0.3 for Styragell”*li and 
0.6 for Porasill”. Elution volume was shown to be invariant wit11 flow velocity up 
to z cm/set (cf. refs. 161s). Flow rare dependence reported by some workers was seen 
only when large particles were used l”. The large voids between the particles introclucecl 
large distances to be traversed by macromolecules, introd.ucing non-equilibriunl. Wit11 
well packed columns of small unif,orm spherical particles steric exclusion prevails. 
Further, equal peak widths for all values of I<’ show virtually no resistance to mass 
transfer in the stationary phase J. Consequently increased speed is obtained by in- 
creased flow rate provided a moderate increase is made in column length to offset 
the efficiency loss accompanying the increase in velocity. 

Resolution per unit time may therefore be increased by increasing both column 
length and flow rate simultaneously. This may be accomplished by recycle without 
increasing column head pressure. Fig. G sllows the effect of flow rate on resolution at 
one, two, and three cycles. The resolution obtained in the third cycle at IZI ml/min 
was superior to that of the first cycle at 14.4 ml/min. 

SIPMON bOLLLC’ 

\ 

RECYCLE . 

I 1 
I I I b I 
I MOLD 

DESASWR h SOLVENT 
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DUAI. MEADED 

. 

I I 
STIRRER 

Fig. 7. High tlow solvcmt supply systcln for GI’C. 
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High-speed GPC requires equipment which affords the high pressures needed 
to produce high flow velocity as well as elevated column temperature to reduce 
solvent viscosity and increase diffusion. Tww systems are described, 7ri.z. high-pressure 
and higli-tenlperature. 

A high-pressure ausiliary pumping system is used \vitll the \\‘aters A4ssociates 
GPC Moclel zoo. A schematic diagram of the system is sho\vn in Fig. 7. The unitized 
system may be used externally in place of tile original pumping s>-stem. The dual- 
piston system affords pressures up to 1000 p.s.i. at flow rates between 0.4 and 7.0 ml/ 
nzin as a dual-column system or up to 14 ml/min when flows are combined. The system 
injection valve is mounted outside the oven for Iligh-pressure operation. 

The second system is a high-temperature oven for use \vith the Waters Associ- 
ates Gl?C/ALC Model 301, which already has the high-pressure capability. The oven, 
designed to fit into the present colunm conlpartment, is temperature controlled to 
-_to.IO over a range of 35” to 2oo”. The oven accepts columns 2 ft. in length. Our 
work has shown that two such columns coupled by a short U-tube of o.oog I.D. 
afforcls efficiencies equal to a single 4-ft. length of column. 
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